A new schematic eye model incorporating accommodation.
To create a schematic eye model with four refracting surfaces and with the new function describing the crystalline lens profile. The new function describing the crystalline lens profile is a combination of hyperbolic cosine functions modulated by hyperbolic tangent functions. It ensures the continuity of the radius of curvature along the whole lens profile. Recent experimental results on cornea and lens shape measurements have been applied to the proposed model. The new function describing the lens profile has been used to model the eye during accommodation. Spherical aberration and modulation transfer function have been computed to test the eye model. Results of calculations are in agreement with experimental findings. The calculations show that spherical aberrations of the cornea and crystalline lens cancel each other. The new description of the crystalline lens offers a reduction of longitudinal spherical aberration. The image quality of the unaccommodated eye model is slightly better than that of the accommodated one.